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 Virgo Full Moon
 Aries New Moon
 Equinox
 E-BOOK 2020 VISION
 Saturn in Aquarius

The Astro-Vision E Book contains 200 pages filled with insightful articles about future decades. My offering is an in-depth analysis of the
upcoming transit of Pluto in Aquarius. Click the image to the left to
get a full contents list and to download.
March is named after Mars, the ruler or Aries. It’s the month when the
Sun crosses the Equator and into Aries at the Equinox. This month it’s
full steam ahead with Jupiter and Mars bringing motivation and energy to our plans.
This is a busy month with Saturn shifting from Capricorn into Aquari-

us. This is a pivotal awakening in many ways, as Aquarius is the sign
that is most interested in the future. Over coming years less self interest will pave the way for a new set of principles.
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This process will take time, and there will be resistance from the old
school during the transition, but the process gets underway now, offering hope for the future of humanity.

virgo full superMoon
Venus and Uranus combine and urge us to
stand by our principles.
This aspect can be rebellious, even when located in steadfast, practical Taurus where Ve-

nus is fixed and stub-

bourne’s weather can be.
Mars was at this degree on Black
Saturday in 2009. Mercury was at
this degree at the Ash Wednesday
fires in 1983. In April this year, Saturn will make its first pass over this
degree.

weather on a Full Moon, we could

born. Green ecology and busi-

Melbourne’s wettest and coldest

experience some more intense

nesses are favoured under this as-

February summer day was in 2005

weather around 10 March. Chiron

pect, especially where new tech-

when the Sun was conjunct Nep-

and Black Moon are still tightly

nology is involved.

tune. Given that this Full Moon is a

aligned, so emotional healing con-

Supermoon and we often get wet

tinues to be in focus.

Saturn and Pluto are now joined
by Jupiter

highlighting

positive

opportunities growing from the

ashes of recent environmental crises, though we are witnessing ongoing fear (Saturn) of death (Pluto)
with the global impact of coronavirus. Hopefully, Jupiter will bring
about a breakthrough and some
positive news on this front.
The Sun joins mysterious Neptune

at this Full Moon. In the past this
conjunction has bought heavy rain
to Melbourne. Melbourne was
founded on 30 August 1835 with
Neptune at 1AQ31. The Sabian
Symbol for this degree is “An unexpected thunderstorm” and we
all know how unpredictable Mel-

Gift idea

Order your 2020 calendar now Hard copy or download.

Discover the beautiful
cosmic choreography of
Venus and Mars
and how it illuminates the
deepest patterns of your
relationships...

A stellar collection by a
host of leading astrologers,
ASTROVISION explores the
upcoming cycles we will
see unfold over coming
years.
Discover what is in store for the
world as we travel into the 2020s
and beyond.

Includes Pluto in Aquarius
by Michele Finey.

Much more than a Sun Sign book,

Secrets of the Zodiac
explains how we get along
with other signs, revealing
what you can learn from the
sign after yours and teach
to the sign before...

Aries new moon
The Aries New Moon each year

air element. It is a sign where ide-

kick starts a new cycle and this one

as and concepts are acted upon.

is especially auspicious as Saturn
moves into Aquarius for the first
time since its last ingress here in
1991.

Saturn will retrograde back into
Capricorn

during

2020

before

heading back into Aquarius at the
end of the year where it will be

Saturn’s last transit through Aquar-

joined by Jupiter as it too moves

ius (1991-94) brought incredible

into Aquarius. Then the effects of

political change across the globe.

this fresh Aquarian era of reform

In the Middle East, there was the

will fully take shape.

Gulf War and in South Africa the
end of Apartheid. There was the
break up of the Soviet Union and
Yugoslavia and the establishment
of many new independent coun-

tries.
These countries will soon be having their Saturn Returns so it will
be interesting to see what challenges emerge in these regions.
Unlike Saturn in Capricorn, with
Saturn in Aquarius there is a push
for change. No longer does the

status quo prevail, but instead we have a much
more dynamic focus on
the future.
Aquarius is a combination of Yang energy with
the fixed quality and the

Meanwhile, this New Moon sows
the seeds of this new Aquarian
agenda.
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The Zodiac Organiser

Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams
and doodles together in this easy to
use Zodiac Organiser.
~
Divided into 12 sections, one for
each sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a
place for every aspect of your life.
From Affirmations to Adventure, from
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to
Health, there is a spot for everything.
~
Best of all, it will be easy to find your
notes again later when you need

them!

Place an order
$19.95
plus postage

equinox
Each year, the Aries Equinox sets the

that we are all part of the global

tone for the coming 12 months. The

community and the actions of one

cluster of planets in Capricorn con-

individual have an impact upon eve-

tinues to make its presence felt with

ryone and everything. Connections

Jupiter and Mars now both joining

that cross social barriers will become

the panel. With Mars making an ex-

more evident as we move into this

act conjunction with Jupiter and with

Aquarian cycle. In fact Aquarian influ-

Pluto and Saturn only a few degrees

ences will dominate the coming dec-

away, this union is amplifying global

ades, with Pluto shifting into Aquari-

facts that are impossible to ignore.

us in a few years time. If you want to

Just 48 hours after this Equinox, hard
hitting Saturn ventures into innovative Aquarius, kick starting a new
agenda of reform. Aquarius knows

learn more about the next 20 years
check out my article on Pluto in

Politically, this is a mammoth inter-

Aquarius in the CIA ASTRO VISION

section for a changing of the guard.

E-BOOK.

Mars and Jupiter are the key players
at this Equinox. Their conjunction,
separated by only 9 minutes of arc,
will be visible in the morning sky with

Saturn close by. This is an action
packed Equinox with a powerful new
agenda being rolled out.
The Sun is joined by Chiron and the
Black Moon, suggesting that this
continues to be a time of healing and
to express gratitude for our gifts.
Venus reaches greatest elongation
from Sol on the 25th and starts her
retreat inwards for reflection and to
take stock of the most important aspects of life. The focus shifts to relationships and forging intimate connections

and

bonds

whose values we share.

with

those

These two volumes
feature years of my
research and

published articles.
Available for Download.
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